This research is an analytical study of eleven thamudic inscriptions found in Samarmada valley at the al-Jafr region in south Jordan. These inscriptions have been presented here in transcription, and facsimile together with a discussion of a number of points which have been arisen from their study. The study aims at analyzing the inscriptions, meanings and structure of the words and the proper nouns contained therein Keywords Thamudic inscriptions, Semitic inscriptions, Jordan history, Samarmada, al-Jafr, South-Semitic Languages, pre-Islamic inscriptions
Introduction
Thamudic inscriptions belong to a South-Semitic Language related to Arabic, the Thamudic language. This language is an Ancient North Arabian dialect known from pre-Islamic inscriptions carved on stones in regions stretching between the Arabian Desert and the Sinai. Thamudic script is considered as a variant of the south Arabian one, and very close to the nearby two languages: Safaitic and Lihyanite. Thamudic inscriptions are dated back to the period extending between the 4th century BC and the 3rd or 4th century AD.
Geography and History of the Site
Al-Jafr region lies about 65 kilometers southeast of Ma'an. The site is surrounded by several valleys among these: Wādī l-Gāra, Wādī Samarmada, Wādī l-ʿAd̠ riyya. All these valleys link together at a major one which is Wādī l-Sirḥ ān.
Samarmada is one of the main valleys of Al-Jafer Region. Archaeological surveys indicate human activity around this valley dated back to the early stone ages. Archaeologists have found tools, such as flint and basalt hand-axes, knives and scraping behind valleys edges. 16 it is noted in one lih. 17 It is the equivalent of the Arabic rabb (lord, master).
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rḫ ʾl: (p.n.m.) hitherto unrecorded in other Thamudic inscriptions. It has been noted on the form rḫ l in one Thamudic inscription. 19 It is a composite p.n.m consisting of two elements: rḫ , the equivalent of the Arabic raḫ ā, raḫ āʾ (ease, comfort) and the divinity name El. The composite name means "El's ease or comfort". 30 It is the equivalent of the Arabic saʿd (good luck, happy). ʿbd: (p.n.m.) frequently attested in tham., im saf., in lih., in min. and in sab. 31 It is the equivalent of the Arabic ʿabd (a slave, servant) or ʿābid (worshiper, adorer). ʿwd̠ : (p.n.m.) previously noted in tham., 37 in saf. 38 in lih. 39 and in sab. 40 It is the equivalent of the Arabic ʿAwd̠ , a name derived from the verb/root ʿwd̠ (to seek refuge, to charm). ḫ zr: (p.n.m.) hitherto unrecorded in other Thamudic inscriptions. The name is well known in saf. 41 It could be vocalized as Ḫ azār; the equivalent of the Arabic Ḫ azār: a name derived from the root ḫ .z.r (narrow eyed). 43 It could be vocalized as Arabic ʾağlaḥ ; the form af ʿal of ğalaḥ a means "lose one's hair, baldness". ḥ rm: (p.n.m.) frequently attested in tham., saf., min., sab.
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45 and in qat. 46 The name is derived from the root ḥ .r.m (sacred). It is the equivalent of the Arabic kutmat (impermeability), a name derived from the root k.t.m. wqb: (p.n.m.) hitherto unrecorded in tham. The name has been mentioned in one Sabaean inscription on the form wqbm. 47 The name is the equivalent of the Arabic waqaba (to be further back into the face than most people's). 
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